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Code No: 11295

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
B.E. 4/4(ECE) II – Semester (Main & Backlog) Examination, May / June 2019

Subject: Radar Systems (Elective –III)
Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 75

Note: Answer all questions from Part A and any five questions from Part B

PART – A (25 Marks)

1. What is Radar? What are the various applications of Radar 3M
2. Write the simpler version of Radar range equation. 3M
3. Draw the block Diagram of CW Doppler radar. 2M
4. What is the Doppler Effect? 2M
5. Explain the principle of operation of MTI Radar 3M
6. Write the description of Range gate Doppler filters? 2M
7. Explain how AGC is achieved in conical Scan? 3M
8. Write about phase-comparison Mono Pulse Radar. 3M
9. Write short notes on matched filter 2M
10.Describe any two types of duplexers used in radar receivers 2M

PART – B (50 Marks)

11.(a) Explain the working of radar with the help of block diagram and hence bring out
the role of transmitter and receiver 6M

(b) Explain at least five applications of radar in detail 4M

12. (a) Draw and explain the block diagram of side band super heterodyne CW radar. 6M
(b) Explain the principle of operation of FMCW altimeter with suitable diagram 4M

13.(a) Explain the Butterfly effect that is produced by MTI 6M
(b) Draw the block diagram of non-coherent MTI 4M

14. (a) Explain lobe switching technique with antenna patterns. 6M
(b) Draw the block diagram of conical scan tracking radar and explain its operation. 4M

15.(a) Explain the block diagram of amplitude comparison mono pulse radar for extraction
error signals in both elevation and azimuth 6M
(b) What are the advantages of mono pulse radar over conical scan radar? 4M

16. a) Explain the characteristics of a matched filter receiver with necessary equations. 6M
b) Discuss about efficiency of non-matched filters 4M

17. (a) What is a Linear Array; a planar array and phased array antenna, on what factors
radiation pattern depends. 6M

(b) How do you achieve Beam steering and beam width changes in a phased array
Antenna? 4M
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